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State of the field (data collection and technical issues)

Moved from single site neuroimaging studies to multisite studies, vast majority observational  
studies not randomized clinical trials.
1. MRI

• Different scanners for different sites for cross-sectional studies.
• Different scanners/different sites and within subject change of scanners during longitudinal 

studies.
• Different sampling population at each site.

2. PET
• Different scanners for different sites for cross-sectional studies.
• Different tracers/different sites.
• Within subject longitudinal studies with different tracers at the same site.
• Longitudinal studies with different within subject tracers or imaging with one tracer at 

earlier times and different scanner different tracer at later times (or vice versa).



Why are different scanners a problem? (18 elderly scanned on 1.5T and then 3T, 3mo)



MRI data from different scanners (same participant, same slice, 3T, within one week, 
N=20 total)
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(b) Mean (SD) of absolute differences over all pairs.



PET study (ABC-DS data)

PiB in Ventral Striatum region:

1. Harmonized data:  to detect an effect size of 0.752 (Combat), n=58 participants.

2. Non-harmonized data: to detect an effect size of 0.719 (RAW), n=64 participants.

• For Tau in BRAAK4 :

3. Harmonized data: to detect an effect size of 0.253 (Combat), n=120 participants

4. Non-Harmonized data: to detect an effect size of 0. 231(Raw), n=144 participants.

• For Tau in BRAAK 5:

5. Harmonized data: to detect an effect size of 0.248 (Combat), n=124 participants

6. Non-Harmonized data: to detect an effect size of 0. 238(Raw), n=136 participants.
• Sample size computed to achieve 80% power at a significance level of 0.05, two-sided.

• In therapeutics trials this is going to make a huge difference.

• Smoothing is believed to mitigate the PET scanner effects- however it increases 
the contamination from off target areas into ROI of interest potentially causing 
false positives (MK 6240), contamination of cerebellum and other off target 
areas. 

Caveat: We only looked at 
differences between 
controls and DS, very 
preliminary results.



What have we learned and how do we move forward?

• The effect sizes that we should be looking for should be the scanner variability + the 
targeted clinical difference (effect size). 

• The methodological research for data harmonization is lacking behind in terms of funding 
compared to big data collection studies.

• Bigger efforts are needed to be able to support major data collection and the variability 
present due to technical differences.

• Statisticians should be included in the design phase of a study, so that the design is 
appropriate for the specific study.

• The NIH should work closely with a committee of specialists in the field about 
harmonization (statisticians, computer scientists, engineers) for the scientific community 
to establish standards when it comes to accounting for these differences.

• Our grant scoring criteria for multisite studies should include an evaluation for a technical 
variability mitigation plan, same as it includes for accounting for biological factors.



Some of our work on harmonization
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